Looking to make some fun 2020 memories while staying safe?! Hit the trails for our annual Mud Run. The course is designed for kids ages 6-12 but is fun for the whole family! Register with your friends and family and compete together. Preregistration is highly recommended. Spaces are limited. To ensure everyone’s safety, the start will be spaced out based on ticket time and time of arrival. We ask that everyone bring a mask to be worn when maintaining 6 feet is not possible.

DON’T FORGET TO DRESS TO IMPRESS!
HALLOWEEN COSTUMES ARE ENCOURAGED!
Prizes for muddiest and individual outfits based on your social media picture with the #EBYMudRun2020

NEW ELEMENTS
• THE PIG STYE: Search for prizes in our largest mud pit yet!
• FLAG COUNT: Spot the flags along your route. At the end, post on social